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America is rapidly becoming the world’s most religiously, culturally, and ethnically diverse 
society. In last Sunday’s New York Times, the story Race Remixed: A New Sense of Identity 
reported that “the crop of students moving through college right now includes the largest group 
of mixed-race people ever to come of age in the United States, and they are only the vanguard: 
the country is in the midst of a demographic shift driven by immigration and intermarriage. One 
in seven new marriages is between spouses of different races or ethnicities. … Multiracial and 
multiethnic Americans are one of the country’s fastest growing demographic groups. And experts 
expect the racial results of the 2010 census, which will start to be released next month, will show 
the trend continuing or accelerating.”

By postmodern categories, most black, Hispanic, and many white Americans qualify as biracial 
or multi-racial. We are a mixed race people.

Most of the people who come to worship in this congregation are among the quarter of 
Americans who sociologists classify as cultural creatives. Sociologists tell us that as a group we 
focus on the importance of our chosen communities, are concerned about the high levels of 
violence and abuse in American society, worry about climate change, love to travel, and consider 
nature to be sacred. Sociologists notice our collective concern for ecological sustainability, 
voluntary simplicity, distrust of big business, concern for relationships, and need for self-
actualization. 

We’re told the majority of cultural creatives believe in divine mystery, experience God as love 
and immanent in our lives, but we often don’t accept traditional definitions of God.  So why 
can’t we just worship together? We can, but must be mindful of our diversity and differences as 
much as our similarities. We are living in the midst of a massive cultural change, so cannot 
assume that the person next to us is experiencing exactly what we are experiencing, or vice 
versa.  

Soong-Chan Rah, in his book Cultural Intelligence for a Changing Church, provides several 
examples of how cultural differences affect our experience of community together.  He describes 
a young white man who finds the hospitality hour excruciatingly painful. He is intimidated by all 
the people who seem to already know each other and who are deeply engaged in conversation. 
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He makes eye contact, and perhaps nods at a few people who look closer to his age, but in the 
end he leaves hospitality hour feeling like an outsider and unwelcome.

Rah writes of an older African-American woman who sits in the sanctuary and weeps.  She has 
been attending worship for two years, but it seldom meets her deeper spiritual needs, and she 
feels like most members are more concerned that the worship service end on time than that it go 
spiritually deep each Sunday. She’s frustrated but let’s worship go on without her.

Rah writes of a Native American man who sits uncomfortably as children of the congregation, 
dressed up in what they believe is “native garb” inappropriately exploit sacred symbols of a 
myriad of native cultures in announcing the congregation’s fall festival. He is troubled by their 
thoughtless appropriation of his heritage.

Rah tells of a young Asian-American man who finds himself the only non-white member of a 
congregation’s governing board. As the board conversation unfolds, and one person interrupts or 
builds upon the comments of another, he sits patiently waiting to be invited into the conversation. 
He has thought about these issues, but culturally cannot join the debate without being invited to 
do so, so he sits in frustration as the discussion moves along without his input.

Finally Rah tells of a young Latina mother who watches anxiously as her five-year-old son is 
sung out of the sanctuary to go to his class. She doesn’t quite understand why the children are 
expected to leave the worship service, and so cannot experience this holy time together as a 
family. She wonders if her church holds the family values she had growing up and which her 
family holds.      

America has entered into a postmodern milieu in which dominant cultures are rapidly dying 
away. Of the cultural creatives living within five miles of this congregation, we know that most 
were brought up Christian, though nearly as many were unchurched, or Jewish, Muslim, Hindu 
or Buddhist.  We know that many will love celebrating the Christian holidays of Christmas and 
Easter, and nearly as many will prefer to celebrate the seasonal traditions around solstice and 
spring. We know that nearly all will highly value authenticity in our actions, words and beliefs, 
even when those actions, words and beliefs vary greatly among us.

Most of us put a high value on the power of love, altruism, self-actualization and deepening 
spiritually for broadening our perspectives and deepening our understanding. This is why I love 
this congregation so much!
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A 21st Century UU congregation should welcome Aurora Levins Morales, who says: “I am a 
child of the Americas, a light-skinned mestiza of the Caribbean, a child of many Diaspora, born 
into this continent at a crossroads. I’m a U.S. Puerto Rican Jew, a product of the ghettos of New 
York I have never known. An immigrant and daughter and granddaughter of immigrants. …  I 
am of Latino-America, rooted in the history of my continent: I speak from that body.  I am not 
African.  Africa is in me, but I cannot return.  I am not Taino. Taino is in me, but there is no way 
back. I am not European. Europe lives in me, but I have no home there.  I am new.  History made 
me. My first language was Splangish. I was born at the crossroads and I am whole.” 

And 21st Century UU’s rejoice that Herb Lowrey found a home in one of our congregations, 
which he describes in his poem “The Search”: “At eighteen, I fled twisted roots, escaped cold 
racial prejudice, spent forty years gasping for breath, until one night on DC streets, (I heard a) 
bell ring in a church steeple. It beckoned me to enter.  Alone in a handicap pew, I bowed my head 
to prayer by a black female minister. … The congregation sang I Feel Good, celebrating Soul’s 
Godfather. I listened to Spirit of Life. Tears soaked my shirt. I yearned this song a lifetime. I 
inhaled warmth, my heart sprung alive, as blacks, gays, whites embraced. Next Sunday I 
returned with tissues, listened to sermons about living without prejudice. … Now my daughter’s 
mother asserts Unitarian is not a real church, not a bible church … [this] reminds me to 
remember decades  searching for love, to remember lives sacrificed for social justice. … We sing 
Spirit of Life and I will keep singing, and singing, and singing.”

Aurora and Herb should feel welcome in this congregation, but for that to be so, we must also 
change. Last year, in response to a conversation and vote at our Annual Meeting, we created our 
Diversity Team to help us have these crucial conversations in order to help everyone feel 
welcome here.  New times call for new approaches. 

If you thought this was just a black and white thing, know that mixed race and blended families 
increasingly are in our midst. If you thought this was a Christian and Jewish thing, or theist and 
secular humanist, know that we increasingly have every kind of religious blend here. If you 
thought it was a middle-class versus working-class thing, know that our socio-economic and 
class histories here have never been so diverse.

It is not enough that the minister says, “We are a UU Welcoming congregation, and all are 
welcome here.” It matters how we behave and what we are conscious of during the rest of our 
interactions together. It requires that we be open to hearing and engaging new perspectives, and 
even changing our own sense of identity and ways of being in the world together. Who is 
normative here, and who needs to adapt to be with us? What assumptions underlay the questions 
we ask and the stories we tell each other? Who is left out by those assumptions? How do we 
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continue to adapt our culture so that all will be truly included, so that we are all normative for 
our culture, and so that all are truly welcome here? It is time for us to trust in what Maya 
Angelou calls “the awesome wonder of diversity.”  

So here is how you get to help empower our transformation.  Immediately following worship 
today we invite everyone to proceed down this hall to a very special hospitality hour. Each major 
committee of this congregation will have a welcome table inviting people to learn about them 
and how to join them in their work. The membership of most of our committees today looks 
more like the congregation we were than the congregation we are becoming. 

If everyone present today, who isn’t already a member of at least one committee, would 
undertake to join a committee today, our committees would suddenly far better represent the age, 
racial, ethnic, cultural and socio-economic diversity that this community has here on Sunday 
mornings. You can help make us a beloved community in which people across generations, 
socioeconomic classes, and lived experiences come together to bring forth the ministry of this 
faith community.  If you don’t join a committee, then those aspects of this community that you 
represent will be under represented on our committees. Only you can be you! 

Now, our bylaws say some of our positions require nominations -- those for Parish Committee, 
RE Committee, Treasurer, or Clerk.  For these you will need to be nominated at our May Annual 
Meeting. Do we have members of the Leadership Development Team here today? Stand up! Talk 
to these people after worship today if you wish to be considered for such a role.

And don’t think just because we are seeking more diversity on all of our committees that you get 
off easy by being a middle-aged white person. That would be another form of white privilege.  I 
want everyone who isn’t already serving on a committee to sign up to join one today. Whether it 
is Canvass, Welcoming, Building and Grounds, or who knows what, how we bring a diverse 
congregation together is to have everyone work in some way which makes their heart sing. Find 
your own joy! 

But remember Frederick Steng’s words: “Diversity requires risk … of arousing anger and 
hostility … [of] changing your own perspective …  [and] open to learning new dimensions of his 
or her orientation.” If you’ve been here a while, and been listening to my sermons, you probably 
realize I consider myself a risk taker. I am encouraging you to be a risk taker too. I regularly 
encourage all of us as a community to risk uncertainty, to let go and let life carry us forward. Yes, 
danger lies along this path, but opportunity for new life is found along this same path.
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I have sometimes thought that crash helmets should be required here. When we sing a hymn that 
doesn’t suit you well, it may be that someone else needs that very song that day. When the 
minister mentions God, or fails to mention God, challenges your most deeply held assumptions 
and beliefs, or just seems flat-out wrong, know this is perhaps an opportunity to grow in love in 
community. We are an increasingly diverse community seeking to comfort the afflicted, find 
hope for the hopeless, and to heal our world.

As the song says, “When we trust the wisdom in each of us, every color, every creed and kind, 
and we see our faces in each other’s eyes, then our heart is in a holy place.” That for me is the 
definition of a divine mystery, mysterium tremendum, when what emerges in community far 
exceeds what we have brought into community ourselves, so we are able to do together what we 
could never do alone. This is a deep spiritual mystery. 

What is amazing to me is this growing religious diversity goes well beyond Unitarian 
Universalism. A recent issue of Christian Century, for liberal Protestant ministers, describes how 
most American congregations of every faith increasingly include people with multi-faith 
commitments. It says a typical American “may occasionally attend a Christian church but also 
find meaning in yoga and in forms of meditation inspired by eastern traditions – and enjoy 
attending a Seder at Passover.”

This seems to have begun with Christian Humanists in our midst, and has grown to include 
Buddhists, Muslims, and Jews. The article quotes Deborah Mrantz saying of her Christian Jewish 
identity, “My religious and spiritual life is dimensional not linear.” The story adds, “For her, 
Judaism and Christianity are not two distinct faiths but two ways that the one God comes to be 
known.”

I was so amazed by this article that I brought this subject up at our January 2011 meeting of the 
Brookline Clergy Association, where Conservative, Reform and Renewal Rabbis, meet with 
Catholic and Episcopalian priests, and assorted Protestant and UU ministers. Boy did they have 
stories to tell! It seems like most religious people in Brookline and Boston attend faith 
communities significantly different than the ones they grew up in, so all these congregations are 
dealing with this cultural shift.

It also seems as though congregants with dual, even triple religious identities are fast becoming 
the norm within all of these communities of faith. So developing greater cultural intelligence for 
a changing congregation isn’t just our work, but is the work for any 21st Century American faith 
community that wishes to remain vibrant and relevant in this emerging world. May we find faith, 
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hope and love to guide our journeys home. I encourage everyone to today join committees that 
will bring you joy.  I love you all so dearly.  Blessed Be and Amen.    
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